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Concur partners with Oversight Systems
for advanced travel and expense data
analysis
Oversight Solution for Quickly Generating Operational Insights Now Available in
Concur App Center to Concur's more than 20 million users.

Apr. 17, 2013

Oversight Systems and Concur have announced a partnership focused on helping
customers quickly gain advanced, operational insights to uncover waste and fraud.
Oversight is a transaction analysis software company; Concur is a developer of
cloud-based travel and expense management systems.

The partnership combines Concur’s  management solutions with Oversight’s
advanced operational analysis and insights for automated audit capabilities and
policy improvement feedback. As a result of this partnership, Oversight’s travel and
expense insights will be available in the new Concur App Center. The new app center,
unveiled today at Concur’s Fusion event, will help businesses and travelers discover
applications that deliver signi�cant value to the enterprise as well as to the business
traveler.

“Our comprehensive analytics save millions of dollars per year for our multi-
national customers,” said Patrick Taylor, CEO of Oversight Systems. “With the new
Oversight T&E Analysis and Insights App, Concur customers gain the advantage of
automated analyses of expense data and insights delivered to managers so they know
at the time of approval if there are any red �ags.”

Tim MacDonald, EVP of Platform and Data Services at Concur added, “We are
focused on creating an ecosystem of partners with innovative new products and
services for our customers and their employees. The new Concur App Center will
deliver seamless integration via Concur’s open platform and we are thrilled that
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Oversight Systems will be among the esteemed apps in the Concur T&E Cloud
ecosystem.”
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